Multivesicular bodies play a key role in vitellogenin endocytosis by Xenopus oocytes.
A combination of electron microscopic tracers and subcellular fractionation has been used to examine the endocytic pathway of the yolk protein precursor, vitellogenin (VG), in Xenopus oocytes. VG was adsorbed to colloidal gold, and the organelles traversed by newly internalized ligand were examined at various time intervals after endocytosis. VG-Au enters oocytes via coated pits and vesicles and then appears rapidly in tubular endosomes and multivesicular bodies (MVBs). MVBs play a central role in VG processing for storage; the large majority of newly internalized VG enters this compartment, remaining there for up to several hours. Condensation of VG into crystalline bodies begins in MVBs, and continues with growth of the crystals until typical platelets are formed. When oocytes are exposed to high [VG], MVBs containing large amounts of internalized VG are morphologically indistinguishable from the primordial yolk platelets described earlier (Dumont, 1978). The use of VG-Au particles of two sizes demonstrates that gold particles in early MVBs were generally associated with the limiting membrane of these organelles, while older MVB compartments have gold particles well separated from the limiting membranes, suggesting that dissociation of VG from its receptor occurs in this compartment. Newly internalized ligand preferentially forms a new MVB, rather than fusing and mixing with previously formed MVBs. Progressive yolk protein condensation gradually transforms MVBs into yolk platelets over a period of several hours. Analysis of 125I-VG-Au behavior after sucrose gradient fractionation of oocytes allowed correlation of biochemical compartments with those observed in the electron microscope. MVBs containing yolk in progressive stages of condensation were found at densities from 1.16 up to 1.21 g/cc. The final, rate-limiting step in VG transport is a shift of ligand from light (1.21 g/cc) to heavy (1.23 g/cc) platelet compartments (Wall and Meleka, 1985). The morphological correlate of this process is movement of VG-Au from small (less than 3-4 microns diameter) to large (greater than 4 microns diameter) platelets.